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Newsletters have been a key platform to engage with
our readers, and have consistently contributed to a
significant volume of SCMP.com traffic. They
continue to be the best channel for sustaining
consistent engagement and retention of readers. 

To support the launch of our digital subscription
service and reader revenue goals, we embarked upon
an initiative to strengthen and personalise not only
our newsletter communications but all reader
communications through the use of 1st party data.

To support South China Morning Post's (SCMP)
digital subscription service launch, we needed to
materially transform our email communications
strategy to better nurture reading behaviours and
create a more positive reader experience to
support reader revenue growth.

Strategy Context



Our goals

Futureproof for long-term
effectiveness in reader engagement

Methodically promote SCMP content pillars based on reader
needs and funnel understanding, ultimately towards a digital
subscription 

Establish a collection of reader-first
communications that encourages action

Adopt a lifecycle marketing approach and create personalised
messaging throughout the news consumption journey

Envisage all reader touchpoints
within a singular, holistic ecosystem

Identify and nurture readers' behaviours to encourage
higher usage frequency and loyalty



The audience contact strategy includes over
110 unique messages, distributed via an
extensive series of personalised email
communications.

These are triggered based on reader's
interactions or designated engagement
criteria, enabling a scalable and bespoke
approach to reader engagement across all
stages of the audience funnel.

Personalised
Communications &
Content Recommendations

We leverage 1st party data for a
holistic view of all readers’
engagements with SCMP, including:
- Content preferences
- Onsite interactions
- Newsletter engagements
- Subscription preferences

This enabled personalised, timely and
relevant communications to all readers.

Incorporate 
1st Party Data

37 newsletters of choice catering to all
readers' content interests and 73 email
communications based on reader
interactions with the SCMP.

1st party data has enabled timely and
relevant communications with our readers,
to drive quality engagement, expanded
content consumption and generated
significant reader revenue.

37 Newsletters &
73 Email Communications
 

Our approach



Providing readers with
additional content
recommendations (including
multimedia) beyond their
normal topics of interest.
Curated with datapoints from:
- All user onsite engagements 
- Reader geo behaviours
- Digital subscription usage
(where applicable)

Content Engagement
 

An automated communications
series triggered when readers
change their engagement
patterns to infrequent usage,
designed to prevent reader
inactivity and including lapsed
engagement or subscription
expirations.

Churn Prevention &
Reactivation

SCMP's
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Automated series of
communications focusing on
the welcome and on-
boarding experience for:
- Newsletter subscribers,
- Registered account users 
- Paid subscribers

Acquisition &
Onboarding

The strategy embodies 4 key pillars, heavily reliant
on 1st party data integration for automation,
personalisation and content curation.

Our Data-Inspired Communication Strategy

Utilising understanding of
consumption behaviours combined
with timely and relevant content
recommendations to upsell digital
subscriptions to longer term,
higher revenue subscription plans.

Upsell
 



YoY growth in newsletter
subscriptions

200%
uplift in avg. newsletter Open
Rates (Dec 2019 vs Dec 2020)

150%

of new podcast listeners
acquired through the

contact strategy upsell
communications

77%
reactivation of lapsed

newsletter users through
churn prevention &

reactivation messaging
 

25%

Impact on an unprecedented scale Supporting sustainable & effective
growth of digital subscriptions

personalised communications 
delivered

>3m

subscriptions purchased
through the Contact Strategy

every month

55%

digital subscriptions acquired
through upsell communications 

30%

Results &  Achievements

69% 44%

Contact strategy contributes
the following % of total in-

geo digital subscriptions


